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brendan is a frontend engineer at gitlab and is passionate about designing and building
great software. he has been using gitlab since it was in beta and has been a part of the

gitlab team for a number of years. when not coding, he is usually hiking, practicing
brazilian jiu-jitsu or playing board games. passionate about game design and

development, chris is a canadian games developer, designer and manager living in the
uk. he leads the design team at thingunlimted, a london-based games studio that creates
games to help people reach their potential. chris loves the freedom of learning new things
every day and doing things in a new way. he started teaching at university and loved it,

so decided to go back to school for a masters in computer science, which he is now
pursuing. he works on a range of different projects using a wide variety of tools and

methodologies, as well as having fun with his kids and new puppy. in most aspects of his
life, kevin is a "by-the-book" professional. in his day job, he is a ux designer working for a

digital agency. he has been a professional games designer and developer for over 15
years, and has developed games for a variety of platforms and for both mobile and

console games. kevin enjoys creating fun and accessible games, and the challenge of
designing for limited resources and time constraints. his most recent project was working
with an established games studio to help them take their web game to the next level. as a

consultant, jonathan helps organizations and individuals design and deploy successful
products. he's developed a track record of building and growing enterprise products,

including high-growth saas apps, and he's worked on projects for a variety of industries.
jonathan's biggest passion is helping others develop their skills and create awesome

products. he loves to teach and find new ways to learn.
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